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Modern worldwide communications are mainly based on satellite systems, remote communication networks,
and advanced technologies. The most important space weather "meteorological" events produce negative effects
on signal transmissions. Magnetic storm conditions that follow coronal mass ejections are particularly of great
importance for radio communication at HF frequencies (3-30 MHz range), because the Ionization increase
(or decrease), significantly over (or below), the Average Values. Nowadays new technologies make possible to
establish Geophysical Observatories and monitor the sun almost in real time giving information about geomagnetic
indices. Space Weather programs have interesting software predictions of foF2 producing maps and plots, every
some minutes. The Average Values of the ionospheric parameters mainly depend on the position, hour, season and
the phase of the 11-year cycle of the solar activity. Around 1990′s several ionospheric indexes were suggested
to better predict the state of the foF2 monthly media, as: IF2, G, T and MF2, based on foF2 data from different
latitude ionospheric observatories. They really show better seasonal changes than monthly solar indexes of solar
flux F10.7 or the international sunspot numbers Ri.
The main purpose of this paper is to present an analogic model for the ionospheric index MF2, to establish the
average long term predictions of this index. Changes of phase from one cycle to the other of one component of
the model is found to fit the data. The usefulness of this model could be the prediction of the ionospheric normal
conditions for one entire solar cycle having just the prediction of the maximum of the next smooth sunspot number
R12. In this presentation, comparisons of the Australian T index and and the Mikhailov MF2 index show an
hysteresis variation with the solar monthly index Ri, such dependence is quite well represented by a polynomial
fit of degree 6 for rising and decaying fases for solar cycles 19, 20 and 21.


